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MediBuddy is India’s largest Digital Healthcare Platform. Setting us apart is our unique 
strength of maximum order fulfillment. MediBuddy unites multiple pharmacy partners, 
forming an expansive network of medicine delivery that maximizes the efficiency of 
our services.  It is a one-stop solution for Health Checkups, Consultations, Medicines 
and Surgery with an unparalleled network & reach with the largest base of healthcare 
providers & partners pan-India.

When it comes to Medicine delivery, we deliver 15 Lakh+ yearly Pharmacy orders through 
multiple trusted partners across 2890+ cities serviced covering 19,000+ PIN codes. We 
have an In-Store pick-up option across 4,500+ pharmacies, along with doorstep delivery. 
We provide assisted access to our customers via proactive calls/helpline numbers / 
WhatsApp to order / on-site Pharmacy pod.

Our vision is to make high-quality healthcare accessible to a billion people. To make this 
a reality, we now proudly stand with 90,000+ Doctors on our panel, 4,000+ Diagnostic 
Centres, 7,000+ Hospitals and Clinics and a fleet of 350+ In-house lab technicians in 
45+ cities.

WhatsApp to order

9591504870
Call us to order 

08068874953

E-pharmacy Benefits

Order Medicine Easily
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E-pharmacy Benefits

Medicine Home-Delivery
Get your medicines home-delivered to your doorstep

In-Store Pickup
Pick up from the nearest pharmacy

Order Medicine Easily

• Convenience and advantage of supply from multiple trusted pharmacies.

• Cold storage medicines (injections).

• Auto-order your prescription medicine.

• Regional language assistance.
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Navigating the process of ordering medicines on MediBuddy is designed to be a 
hassle-free and straightforward experience. This step-by-step guide ensures you can 
effortlessly place your prescription order while making the most of the platform’s
user-friendly features.

Accept permission and enter details:
• Click on ‘I Agree’ to accept the permission request.
• Enter your phone number and click on ‘Proceed.’
• Enter the OTP received on SMS and click on ‘Verify.’

Navigate and add medicines to cart:
• On the homepage, click on ‘Buy Meds.’
• Click on ‘Grant’ to allow location permission.
• Enter Pincode to set the delivery location.
• The Meds home screen will open; add the required medicines to your cart.

Upload the prescription and confirm order:
• Click on ‘Proceed’ and select ‘Upload Prescription.’
• Upload only JPG, PNG, or PDF formats.
• Important: Do not close the app while the prescription is uploading.
• Click on ‘Proceed’ again.

Finalise order details:
• Select who you are ordering meds for.
• Add the delivery address and click on ‘Proceed.’
• Click on ‘Place Order.’

Note regarding payment:
• Money will be deducted from your corporate-sponsored wallet.

Order Confirmation:
• Your order is now complete, ensuring a seamless and efficient ordering experience on 

MediBuddy.

Follow the steps
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In this guide, we’ll walk you through checking your transaction history and raising an 
order query on the MediBuddy app. Whether you’re keen on reviewing past transactions 
or seeking assistance with an order, these straightforward steps will help you maximize 
your MediBuddy experience.

Launch the app and navigate:
• Begin by launching the MediBuddy app and navigating to the homepage.

Access profile:
• Access your profile by clicking on the profile icon.

View transaction history:
• Select the ‘Transactions’ option to view your transaction history.

Detailed transaction information:
• Click on ‘See Details’ to access more information about your transactions.
• Scroll down to ‘Order Details’ to review specific details, including any applicable order 

discounts.

Raise an order query:
• If you need to raise an order query, visit the homepage.
• Tap on your profile icon to access your profile settings.
• Choose ‘Help & Support’ from the available options.
• Navigate to ‘Consults, Medicine & Lab Support’ to specify your query category.
• Click ‘Medicines’ and select ‘Order Status/Confirmation Related.’
• Share your relevant details in the provided fields.
• Finally, submit the details to raise your order query and receive assistance.

How to Re-Order
• Click on ‘Buy Medicine’
• Click on ‘View All’ under your past orders
• Click on ‘Order Again’

Follow the steps
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2. Get                                 at 60% discount! 

₹2499/-  ₹999 (Inclusive of Taxes)/-
Elevate your healthcare experience with a 
one-year subscription to MediBuddy Gold, 
priced at just ₹999 (inclusive of taxes). Enjoy 
UNLIMITED online consultations across 22+ 
specialties in 16 languages covering Retirees 
+ Up to 5 family members, including spouses, 
children of all ages and parents.

(UNLIMITED online doctor consultation for 1 year)

1. Unlimited Online GP Consultations at just ₹199/-*

Unlock boundless access to online consultations 
with general practitioners for just ₹199. Your 
health is our priority—experience limitless care 
without breaking the bank!

*Avail offer by paying before activation via a payment gateway

FreeText
*Please note, these offers and services are not covered under SBI wallet scheme for pensioners and 
on self payment basis by members.
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3. Up to 60% Off on Special Packages for SBI Retirees.

Avail special healthcare packages at unbelievable prices 
with up to 60% off. Your well-being is our priority, and 
we’re delighted to extend this exclusive offer to our 
esteemed SBI patrons.
• SBI Retirees Full body checkup with Vitamin D & B12
• SBI Retirees Advanced Health Checkup
(NOTE: Coupon codes will be sent to you once you choose MediBuddy)

4. Extra 10% Off on All Lab Tests!

As a valued SBI member, enjoy an additional 10% discount on all lab tests on 
the MediBuddy platform. This will be in addition to the existing discounts on the 
platform - up to 40%. Access accurate diagnostics at an even more affordable 
price, ensuring proactive and personalized healthcare.

FreeText
*Please note, these offers and services are not covered under SBI wallet scheme for pensioners and 
on self payment basis by members.
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We are delighted to share heartwarming feedback from our valued clients regarding their 
experiences with MediBuddy. These testimonials highlight the exceptional support and 
service provided by our dedicated team members. 

I want to express my sincere gratitude for the exceptional support 
provided by Dr. Rajesh Shyamrao Shinde. His prompt and considerate 

responses throughout the process demonstrated a high level of 
professionalism, contributing significantly to a positive client experience. 
Dr. Shinde’s dedication to resolving the issue deserves commendation.

Shri Venkatesan Rajagopalan

I would like to offer my feedback on my last experience with MediBuddy 
in regard to the purchase of medicines. I had excellent support from 

Ms. Kajal Pradhan and her colleagues. Due to their intervention, I was 
able to get the medicines supplied on time. I would rate their service as 

‘excellent.’

Shri MR Ramesh
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I have always received excellent support for the follow-up of my orders 
from Ms. Kajal Pradhan, and today it was from Gyan Ranjan. He followed 

up promptly and ensured delivery within 12 hours. Thank you, Gyan. Keep 
it up. God bless you.

Shri P. Bhashyam

Dear Sir/Madam,
Thanks to the efforts put in by you both, the correct medicines arrived 

within a day. Keep it up.

Shri R.C. Royappa

At the threshold of ending a service contract, excellent service was 
rendered in the following areas. 

1. Delivery of medicines after generating the invoice was less than two 
hours. Store pick-up took only 20 minutes. 

2. Staff in the order-placing department was cordial. The most helpful 
was your staff Rashmi throughout the term. Communication with staff 

was instant.

Girvan Parmar
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Getting medicine through SBI insurance from MediBuddy. 
1. Miss. Sakshi was contacted and was apprised to claim the benefit of the 

non-utilized wallet balance. 
2. I placed an order through the WhatsApp link she provided and got 

medicine within 2 days with the facility to pay the balance amount on the 
receipt of money. 

3. It helps me to get medicine hassle-free as earlier any medicine placed 
order through the app was not successful, and I used to get a reply, 

‘medicine not available.’ I suggest popularizing this method as it is user-
friendly, and thanks, Miss. Sakshi, for highlighting this. Anticipating the 

same service for all retired people.

Shri S. Prakashan
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Grievance Redressal
Mechanism
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For any concerns or grievances, our dedicated team is here to assist you promptly.

Level 1 - Call 9999991555
Then, press 3 for Pharmacy-related queries.

Or

Mail your query to hello@medibuddy.in 

Level 2 - Mail your concern to Sr Manager: rajesh.shinde@medibuddy.in

18 www.medibuddy.in
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1. What is E-pharmacy?
Ans: It is an online facility for placing orders for SBI Policy Holders to purchase medicines 
delivered to the doorstep through the Medibuddy App.

2. Why should one be a member of the E- Pharmacy scheme?
Ans: It is a convenient mode for the supply of medicines at the doorstep with a discount 
of 20% on the cost price of all medicines for all orders across the country. Further, for 
all orders up to Rs. 18000, the member must bear only 1/3rd of the cost. The balance 
of 2/3rd would be borne by the Bank. Even beyond the order value of Rs. 18000, the 
member would continue to avail of the discount of 20% on all orders on any order value 
by paying the full amount.

3. Can OTC products be ordered? If yes, what would be the percentage of discount 
offered?
Ans: Yes, OTC medicines, surgical, consumables can be ordered. The percentage of 
discount is applicable up to 30%

4. Will OTC products also be part of the proportionate billing system?
Ans: No, for OTC products, the member will have to pay on their own.

5. Whether AYUSH ( Ayurvedic, Unani, Sidha & Homeopathic) medicines can also be 
ordered through the App?
Ans: No, the app and policy covers only Allopathic Medicines

6. Can the medicine be ordered at an address other than one’s registered residential 
address?
Ans: Yes, the member can add a temporary address on the app while ordering the 
medicines. For detailed process flow, refer to the User manual.

7. What is the time limit under which the delivery of the medicines shall be made by 
the e-pharmacy?
Ans: Generally, within 72 hours, you will get the exact delivery time details once the order 
is placed.
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8. Is it required to upload the prescription when placing the order?
Ans: Yes, Prescription is mandatory. The validity of the prescription is 180 days from the 
date of advice by the treating doctor. If a prescription is invalid, the MediBuddy Doctor will 
call and confirm.

9. Can the medicines be ordered without a prescription?
Ans: No, the policy states only prescribed medicines can be ordered. Few medicines, even 
with a prescription, are not covered under the policy; please refer to the negative list given 
in the circular by the Bank.

10. Can the OTC products be ordered without a prescription?
Ans: Yes. The customer has to self-pay the entire cost of the medicines.

11. If the prescribed medicine is not available, whether any substitute or generic medi-
cine can be supplied?
Ans: MediBuddy will connect via, call/Email/SMS/Whatsapp for substitute medicines and 
to arrange the Doctor consultation  for a valid prescription

12. How do I initiate a return for non-refrigerated medicines?
Ans: A return request should be raised with Medibuddy customer support within 24 hours 
of delivery.

13. What is the timeframe for returning refrigerated medicines?
Ans: For refrigerated medicines, a return request must be raised within 6 hours.

14. When can I expect a refund for returned medicines?
Ans: Refunds for returned medicines will be credited to the wallet within 7 working days 
after submitting the returned items.

15. Under what conditions are returns eligible?
Ans: Returns are eligible only for medicines (refrigerated/non-refrigerated) in cases of 
wrong, damaged, or expired medicines.
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16. What is the confirmation call process for non-response?
Ans: In case of non-response from the member, Medibuddy will make three calls within 
24 hours. If an employee contacts the call center, they will receive a call within 2 to 4 
hours.

17. What is the delivery time period for different locations?
Ans: For Metro, Urban, and Semi Urban areas, the delivery time is 24 to 48 hours for 
metros and 3 to 6 days for non-metros.

18. How should I address issues when calling the helpline number?
Ans: If you call the helpline, share the invoice and images of incorrect/expired medicines 
to hello@medibuddy.in along with a description of the issue.
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Your well-being is our priority.
Proud to stand by you as your healthcare partner.


